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In the constantly evolving landscape of business, one undeniable truth stands tall: crisis and
disruption events are inevitable. From pandemics, cyber attacks, fraud & corruption, supply
chain failures and natural disasters, we’ve all borne witness to the impacts these unanticipated
events can have on organisations, often with significant financial and reputational outcomes.

Being able to plan, prepare, respond and recover from disruption and disaster events is an
important element of business management.

One of the pitfalls during tumultuous times is hasty and reactive decision making. Don’t get
caught off guard, struggling to respond effectively and appropriately to unforeseen
challenges.
 
The Mindful Risk Group has developed a range of executive masterclass options, to empower
you and your leadership team to proactively anticipate and tackle crises head-on. Based on
real life events, they equip you with skills and tools, allowing you to make well-informed
decisions even in the face of uncertainty.
 
Imagine a scenario where a crisis not only becomes manageable but is also a springboard for
growth. These executive masterclass options enable you to turn challenges into opportunities,
demonstrating resilience and foresight that sets you and your organisation apart.
 
Don't let a crisis define you – let it refine you !!
 
After you have completed From Crisis to Opportunity – Supercharging Your Risk and
Resilience Capability, you'll possess the tools to steer your organisation through tumultuous
waters and to recover quicker, allowing your business to continue to operate and reduce
financial loss and customer impacts. You will emerge stronger, wiser, and more successful than
ever before. 

We understand that the true test of leadership lies in how these situations are navigated.
That's why we encourage you to complete our program which will redefine how you navigate
crisis management and decision-making.

From Crisis to Opportunity –
Supercharging Your Risk
and Resilience Capability



  90 minute
  webinar

Half Day Program – Face
to Face

Full Day Program – Face to
Face

Program Content:
·The model you can adopt
for the Crisis Management

Process
·Why crisis management

goes wrong
·Types of events that can

disrupt your business
·Unpacking the key actions

in the 4 step process
·Case study review and

group discussion
·A takeaway tool for your
future use – The Mindful
Risk Group “Imminent
Exposure Scorecard:

Identifying Your Gaps”

Program content:
Everything in the webinar

plus:
·Discussion on both crisis

management and business
continuity - why they are

different and when each is
needed

·Decision making during a
crisis and understanding
bias in decision making
·A number of interactive

group activities
·Group Activity for 2 real

life “Response” case
studies

·Group Activity on a real
life “Recovery” case study

Program content:
Everything in the webinar
and half day program plus:

·Team completion and
review of The Mindful Risk

Group “Imminent Exposure
Scorecard – Identifying

Your Gaps” for your
organisation

·Team action planning to
for each of the 4 steps in
the Crisis Management

Process
·Documented action plan
for your organisation with
agreed responsibilities and
timeframes for completion

·Suggested readings for
your continued

professional development
Post-workshop group
“zoom call” to discuss

actions and any questions

Cost $150 + GST per
participant

Publicly run programs:
  Cost $850 + GST per
participant, up to 12

attendees
  

OR 
   

  Privately
  conducted for your

organisation:
  $9,500 + GST,

  up to 12 attendees

Cost $14,500 + GST up to
12 attendees

Program Options


